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Filters With Small Non-Linearities

Robert J. Elliott

Department of Statistics and Applied Probability
University of Alberta

Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T6G 2G1

ABSTRACT The OBSERVATION process is taken to be of the form

The Kalman filter provides a finite dimensional solution
when the signal and observation processes are linear and lt = 0 h. 0 ,j(x0 )ds + Bt. (1.4)
have Gaussian noise. In this paper the effect of a small non-
linearity in the signal is discussed by considering stochastic
flows for the signal and a Girsanov transformation for the As usual, we shall suppose z0 is a Gaussian F0 measurable
observation. The result can be expressed in terms of Gaus- random variable independent of wt, Bt, t > 0.
sian densities. (i.!iQ -nie . (i- Write {Y }, t > 0, for the right continuous complete filtra-

tion generated by the observations and

1. THE LINEAR FILTER it(zs) = E[zt Ix,, Y] for t >_ s.

In this 3ection we first describe the linear Kalman filter. For Then it is known that ig(zs) is a Gaussian random variable
simplicity real valued signal and observation processes will for t > s and
be considered; the vector case can be discussed with more
complicated notation and calculations. wt, Bt, t ? 0, are t
two independent Brownian motions defined on a probabil- it(xo) z+ au~i(zj)du
ity space (fl, F, P) which has a complete, right continuous
filtration {Ft} to which w and B are adapted. at, t > 0, is + P,uhu(dyu - huiu(xs))du
a locally integrable, measurable function, and ht, t > 0, is .1 (1.5)
a function with a locally integrable derivative.

where
Suppose the SIGNAL is described by the linear equation

P = E[xz I T., Yt] - (E[xt I x, 1)2

zg = 3+f a1uzudu +wt.(1)
satisfies the deterministic equation

Write the solution of (1.1) as f,j(rs). Supose 1(j, t) is the dP,,t
solution of - (1.6)

d$(s, t) P = 0.
dt = at 4(st)dt, t > s, (1.2)

(s,s) = 1. Consequently, it(z 3 ) is Gaussian with conditional mean
.it(z) and variance P, 1 .

Clearly, 0(s, t) = exp (/t audu) and Writing it = Ejxt I Yt] we see it is Gaussian with mean

and variance Pt given by

Cat(za) = 4(st){z + f 0(a,u)-ldwu}. (1.3) t= E[0j + j asi}ds + jPshs(dy, - h8 1 ds)
(1.7)
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The equations (1.5) and (1.6), or' (1.7) and (1.8) are forms From (1.3) we see the map
of the Kalmar filter. The inovation processes

x - ."tx

= yt - huiu(xs)du, t > s, is a diffeomorphism of R and

3t = yt - huudu, t > 0, aEs't) = -t(s, t).

are JYtI Brownian motions. They generate the same filtra- From (1.5) we can write
tion as {t}.

The Gaussian measure on R with mean m and v,-iance P it(xs) = 0(s,tzs+[ *(su)1P,uhudu(zs)] (1.13)
will be denoted by p(m, P, dx). If g is a Borel measurable
function on R we shall write and

r(g, -,P) = fR g(x)p,(m, P, dx). s ='t

If Zt is an integrable process, t > 0, fi(Z) will denote the wt p 2

{Yt)-predictable projection of Z, so lIt(Z) = E[Zt I Yt a.s. (a - s,uh) du

For a function g(t, x) such that so
Ig(t, x)I - K(1 + lxit ) rs,t = exp , - Ps,uhu)d,. (1.15)

for some K > 0, m > 0, we shall write
2. NONLINEAR SIGNAL EQUATIONS

IW(g) = Hit(g(t,xi)).
For linear signal and observations the Kalman filter pro-

From [2J we quote the following results: vides a finite dimensional solution to the filtering problem.
Consider a measurable function f(t, x) on [0, oo] x R which

LEMMA 1.1. a) Suppose 0 <: s < t. The conditional law is twice differentiable in z and which satisfies the growth

of z, given Yt is condition

,( tj, P t, dx) If(t, z)J + I.(t, --)1 5 K(1 -Iz1). (2.1)

where
i mr zt+ P [tLet c > 0 be a small positive number. Consider a signal

L= hudu (1.9) process given by the on-lnea equation

P3t = P, - 2 t rh2 du (1.10) it = z0 + (as is + ef (ij))ds + wi. (2.2)

and 7 is the solution of Consider the process z defined by

n j 1o jr + ( d ) = zt = + 0 (0,z o )-+ f (j, 0 , ( zs ))d s (2 3 )

twhere 0,s() is the difeomorphism defined by (1.1).
exp ] (as - Ph3)ds.

vLEMMA 2. 1. The process O,t (zt) is the solution of (2.2).

b) Suppose g( t, z) and gz( t, z) are Borel functions satisfying
growth conditions as above. Then PROOF. Substituting (2.3) in (1.3) we have

lil(,x)j i,(g)ds koit(Z.O =  ORt 0[zo + 4b(O,s.)- lcf(s, o,,(z.,))ds

f o 'fu (1.12) 3 4



Differentiating (2.4) in t the result follows. PROOF. Al = I + f A'hsD0 ,,dBs and the result fol-

REMARKS 2.2. Because f satisfies the linear growth con lows by substituting for A' on the right and using Propo-
dition (2.1) it = ot(zt) has finite moments of all orders. sition 2.4.

If Zj is a process we shall write Zt = 0(clk) if From Proposition 3.3 of Picard [21 we have

(E ( -u<pt lZi lP) ) '1P = 0(,")
( 3<sp z )1 O )LEMMA 2.7. lIt(A)' -1- clt If hsodBsI +O(C 2 ).

for every p > 1.

The main result is the following theorem:N'OTATION 2.3. Write

AO' t = (O, t) o(O, s)- 1 f(s zs)ds. THEOREM 2.8. Writing it = (O,t(zt), zt =g ,(z0)

T~tIYj= E-I t+ [cfthsAosdB, I Yj]

Using the mean value theorem we can quickly deduce 0
+ eE[Ao~t i Y] - Ez i Yt]E[ (ft hsA0 ,dBs I Yl

PROPOSITION 2.4. it - xt = D ,t = cAo,t + O(e 2 ). 
(2.6)

+ 0(C2). (2.6)

REMARKS 2.5. To discuss the effect of the non-linear signai
-t = O,t(zt) on the observations consider the measure 7 PROOF.
defined by

dPI Af E[t I Yt = E=Aft I Yj]" E[AE I Yj -

where = E[A'(zt + ca0,t) I Ytl

It>x ER(1 - fto h5Ao,1dB,) i t + 0( )
ft= exp ( hD 0 ,dB, - 2 2+

Then under P E[(1 +Ef0 t h sAo,5dB.)( rt +eAO't) I Y

Wt = Bt - h[DOis - cE j I I I 1 + Q(2)

D d by Proposition 2.3 and Lemma 2.7.

is a Brownian motion, i.e., REMARKS 2.9. These expectations are all expressible in

terms of Gaussian measures because they are all expecta-

yt / hs.0,,(zs)ds + ffi. (2.5) tions of functions of the original linear process zt under the
O ( original measure P. For example, E[xt I Ytj = it is given

by the Kalmar filter. The remaining terms in (2.6) can be
Therefore, under P the signal process is i and this now expressed in a recursive way; proofs can be found in [1].
influences the observations as in (2.5). The non-linear l- For example, we have
tering expression we wish to consider is

x[f0a(zi) I Yt1. LEMMA 2.10.

By Baye's theorem this is E Yj0,t IYj = t(0, t (0s)-'nl( , ))is

E[Afo(zt) I Yt'd. (E[Af I Ytj)-'. + j II.s{ J fz(.,,u)Pu-y-ldu}(0,sFlhs-jdas].

LEMMA 2.6. A t + f hsA5 ,sdB, + O(c 2 ).
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I. CONCLUM1N

As in the paper of Picard [21 the first two terms in an ex-
pansion of the conditional mean in powers of c have been
determined. These coetficients have been expressed explic-
itly in terms of Gaussian measures by using stochastic flows.
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